All Occasion Rentals
www.all-occasion-rentals.com
(951) 277-8242
STATEMENT OF POLICY CONCERNING TENT RENTALS
Prior to the installment of the tent, you agree to obtain all necessary permits, licenses and other consents from
the appropriate government agencies at your expense, unless contracted by All Occasion Rentals for a fee.

You agree to;
1)
2)
3)
4)

have the installation area cleared before the date the tent is to be installed.
have the installation area cleared before the date and time of take down.
clearly mark or layout the exact location of the tent.
be present at the time of installation, or designate ONE individual to be responsible for your
dealings with All Occasion Rentals.
5) you or designate must be present at time of installation to meet our crew to correctly spot the
location of the tent and be available for recognizing and alleviating potential problems.
6) in order to install or take down tent we must have clear unobstructed space that is larger than the
tent by a minimum of 10 feet on each side and each end of the tent.
7) our standard additional charges will apply for any delay incurred, or additional labor performed by
us, resulting from your failure to prepare the installation site.
Hold harmless and assume the risk of, and indemnify, and hold All Occasion Rentals
harmless from and against any and all claims, demands, actions, lawsuits and proceedings
of every kind, including costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees for personal injury or property
damage caused by, connected with or resulting from;
a) The delivery, loading, unloading, erection, installing, dismantling and use of the tent/s and related
event items.
b) contact with underground wires, pipes, cables (e.g. Phone lines, gas lines, cable lines, septic
systems, tree roots) or other obstructions.
c) Necessary surface repairs.
d) Fire, rain, hail, sleet, snow, high winds, tornadoes, floods or other disturbances of nature and other
Acts of God causing Tent failure: falling objects and aircraft, vehicle collision, smoke, nuclear
radiations or radioactive contamination.
e) damage and/or cleaning expense to Tent top due to cooking processes under or near tents which is
prohibited.
Tent Staking; We assume no liability for holes, cracks, or other damage to concrete, asphalt or any other
surface on which a rented structure has been erected. You are responsible for filling holes and repairing all
staked surfaces. (On asphalt surfaces, we install a temporary, basic asphalt cold patch.)
Underground Utilities: Please be ready to inform driver of the existence of any underground utilities (i.e.
phone lines, gas lines, septic system, etc.), that may interfere with the ability to stake and/or anchor
equipment. Customer assumes responsibility for any damage to underground equipment, or landscaping
resulting from equipment installation. It is recommended you contact DIG ALERT at 8-1-1 or 800-4224133 a day before our arrival.
The rented tent(s) may not be dismantled or moved to another location without our prior written approval.
You will be charged an additional service charge if pickup of any tent is from a location other than the
location to which it was delivered. In no event may you allow any party other than us to dismantle, move or
erect the tent.
Tents are rented on an “as is” basis. Although the canvas and the vinyl fabrics of the tent have been
treated for water repelling, we disclaim any Guarantee or warranty as to the effectiveness of such
treatment, or that the fabric of such items will not stretch, shrink, crack, fade, tear or leak.
This document becomes a legal part of the contract number below.
I have read the above and agree to the terms.

